
airpointer® O3 module



I: Intensity of the light transmitted (after absorption)
Io: Intensity of the light emitted
 : absorption coefficient of the gas (here: ozone)
L: absorption path length
c: concentration of the absorbing gas (here: ozone)

I = Io e-Lc

UV Absorption

Lambert-Beer’s Law:

c =  ln (Io/I) (1/L)



We know the distance (L) that the light has to travel 
through the tube. This distance is  “L” in the Lambert-
Beer equation ( is a known constant):

L

c =  ln (Io/I) (1/L)

detector
quartz tubemercury lamp
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If the sample contains ozone, some of the light 
will be absorbed. The output of the detector then 
corresponds to “I” in the Lambert-Beer equation.

I

c =  ln (Io/I) (1/L)
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At the ozone scrubber, all ozone is destroyed. No other 
influence on the measuring gas occurs. The output of the 
detector is the I0 in the Lambert-Beer equation:  

Io

c =  ln (Io/I) (1/L)
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In our module the valve switches every six seconds. This 
enables us nearly continuous measurements of the ozone 
concentration.
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capillary

Adding a capillary before the pump 
gives the analyzer a stable flow rate.
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To compensate the fluctuations of the UV lamp, we use a dual 
bench, dual detector and a single lamp

If one bench is in the reference (I0) – mode, the other is in the 
measuring (I)-mode.
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Parameters



Parameters

2 flow sensors

1 to 2 pressure sensor

2 to 3 temperature probes
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Span check



Calibration

- Using external zero air and external ozone generator
(O3 generated by oxidation of O2 by UV light)



Every year:
- Cleaning absorption tubes

Every 3-4 years:
- UV Lamp

- O3 scrubber

Preventive maintenance

Full schedule available here:
https://www.airpointer.tech/maintenance-schedule/

https://www.airpointer.tech/maintenance-schedule/


Troubleshooting O3

PhotoOutRef and PhotoOutMeas unstable

→ dirty tubings, unstable temperature, or not optimum control loops



Thank you for your attention!


